
  

Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid
(EASE-Grid) 2.0 [5]:

→limited grid deformation 
in the Arctic area with polar grid

In our case: 
spatial resolution = 25km
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Radiative transfer equation
= model used to invert the BT to Tsoil and SM 
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How to model an Arctic tundra scene at L-band?

Trail Valley Creek 
Arctic tundra – organic soil

Dataset

Period
from 27/08/2016 

to 02/08/2019

Timestamp 30 min

Latitude 68.7454 N

Longitude -133,4990 E

Probes SM, Tsol

Depth 2, 5, 10 and 20 cm
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Polar grid product improves the signal representativity

Adaptations to Arctic environment appears to be necessary (water fraction) 
but improvements are yet to come (effective soil temperature)

Both TO and 2S modeling inversions must be considered:
- TO offers an easier interpretation 
   but what vegetation means in the case of Arctic tunda?
- 2S is much more difficult to be interpretated and initialized
but enables more evolutions to consider snow-vegetation mixed layer

Characterizations of the above ground layer: mix of snow/vegetation? 
- Validation of the snow/vegetation layer interpretation with in situ data
- 2S: what interpreation for R1 and T1? What link to scene parameters?
- Seasonnal specificities: winter and summer

Multi-orbit inversion in the polar projection
→ requires daily variations (temperature, moisture) modeling 

Multi-frequency data for snow pack characterizations
→ combining SMOS with Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 
(AMSR-2) at K-band (19GHz = 1,6cm)

Permafrost 
= frozen ground (Tsoil ≤ 0°C) for 2 or more consecutive years
→ key parameters: soil temperature and moisture (Tsoil / SM)

Passive microwave remote sensing
→ measured brightness temperatures (BT):                              
                  BT = e x Teff
      with Teff = effective temperature (Teff) , e = emissivity 

SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) satellite mission
at L-band (1,4GHz = 21cm)
→ estimated penetration depth = 5cm
→ sensitive to SM, Tsoil and vegetation
→ frequent temporal and spatial measurements 
    (Arctic full coverage in 2 days)

Fig. Installation of the SM probes 
(source: [2])

   Objective: 
   inverting Tsoil and SM for permafrost area
   Method: 
   adapting the inversion processus to the Canadian
   Arctic context (water, freeze / thaw, snow) [1]

Dielectric constant [6]
= depends on Tsoil, SM, texture
→empirical models obtained 
from soil samples

Option 1: Mironov 
developed for mineral soil
 
Option 2: Bircher 
developed for organic soil

Soil temperature

Effective temperature (Teff)
= integrated temperature 
emissions of the soil layers at 
differents depths.
→ several definitions:
     which one corresponds to     
     SMOS observations ?

Water fraction
→correction of open water 
contribution in the BT

Tundra 
= low vegetation, 
mixed with snow (in winter)
→how to consider the above 
ground layer?

Snow cover
→grain size and density
→wet/dry snow: differential 
interactions with microwaves

Data projection Water fractionSoil modeling

SM values
Global BT < polar BT
→global SM > polar SM
because of pixel distortion

Temporal resolution
- Global grid: one orbit / day 
- Polar grid: several orbits /day

SM values
Mironov dielectric constant 
→ dryer results.

Characterization of organic 
soil behaviour at L-band
= key element 
   for permafrost area

SM values
Considering water fraction 
→ inverted SM closer to in 
situ measurements

Open water impact 
in the measured signal 
= key element 
   for Arctic environment

Inverted parameters
→ here we assume omega and r1 to be constant to compare SM inversions

In situ data

Tau is less stable than t1 
for ”sandwich” 
layer modeling

   Option 1: Tau-Omega    Option 2: Two-Stream 

   Option 1: Tau-Omega (TO) [3]

   Option 2: Two-Stream (2S) [4]

Vegetation layer parameters:
- tau: vegetation optical depth
- omega: single-scattering albedo

Above ground layer parameters:
- t1: transmissivity in the layer
- r1: reflectivity in the layer

Fig. Vegetation downwelling radiation 
as considered by TO

Fig. Vegetation downwelling radiation 
as considered by 2S

→ multiple scattering 

→ single scattering 

Fig. Snow-microwaves interactions

Fig. Microwave signal decoupling
with a vegetation coverage

   New innovative application for SMOS observations!    This work will be detailed in Ortet et al (2023) (in preparation)

WF not considered
WF considered

Mironov dielectric constant
Bircher dielectric constant

“Sandwich” layer modeling:

Global EASE 2.0 grid
Polar EASE 2.0 grid (North)

Best inversion options Unselected inversion options

Data projection    +    Soil modeling    +    Water fraction

SM inversion with 2S 
requires a better 
characterization 

of the link 
between r1 and SM
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